
The King of Gear Oxford Drive Effects Pedal

User’s Manual

This manual should tell you everything that you need to know in order to take full advantage of the
features of the pedal, but if you have any questions feel free to email us at thekingofgear@gmail.com.

Technical Info: The Oxford Drive requires 9V DC power from a standard 2.1mm center-negative plug (Boss-
style). Current draw is ~8mA. The pedal will work fine on a daisy-chain, but to reduce potential sources of noise or
hum we recommend using the pedal with an isolated power supply or with its own power adapter. There is no
battery option.

Tips:

The first thing to keep in mind when using this pedal is that the “contour” control is not a “mid” control. Contour
actually controls both the treble and mid frequencies. So in low contour settings, the pedal is mid-focused with
reduced treble. In high contour settings, the pedal is mid-scooped with much more treble available. This makes a
very wide range of settings available, more than most people realize, but you’ll generally need to adjust the bass
and treble whenever you adjust the contour. Don’t be afraid of extremely knob settings with this pedal, they are
often necessary to coax the best sounds from it.

Second, this pedal is not a true Marshall-In-A-Box pedal. It is certainly Marshall-ish, but it isn’t a reproduction of
an amp circuit and it doesn’t sound like any particular amp. It really has a sound of its own – and it definitely can’t
be described as “transparent”. One reason for that is the pedal’s inherent filtering. Just like on a popular green
overdrive pedal, both the treble and bass frequencies are heavily filtered, regardless of knob positions. And just
like that popular overdrive, the filtering allows the pedal to cut through and occupy a very specific space in the
mix. In general, this pedal will sound best in a loud band mix.

Additionally, the filtering makes the pedal sound good with synthesizers and other instruments with rich harmonic
overtones, since it prevents the distortion from becoming harsh and buzzy even with complex inputs.

The third thing to keep in mind is that this circuit is most popularly used through a totally clean Fender-style amp.
It certainly can sound good through a variety of amps, but the pedal settings that work with a clean amp won’t
necessary work through a dirty amp, and vice-versa. A clean amp, especially a solid-state amp, are optimal for
achieving an extremely focused tone with a lot of definition. But the extra volume available from the Oxford Drive
(especially in LED mode) make it great as an overdrive pedal too. But you’ll probably want to lower both the gain
and the bass if you’re pushing dirty amps or other dirt pedals into heavier distortion.

Recommended Settings:

For all settings, set volume to taste.

• For a traditional 90s lead sound, use stock clipping and set bass at ~2 o’clock, contour at 7 o’clock, treble at ~2
o’clock gain at 3 o’clock.. Note that the gain and volume controls both offer an extended range.

• For a 90s rhythm sound, use LED clipping and set bass at 12 o’clock, contour at 3 o’clock, treble at ~4 o’clock,
gain at ~1 o’clock.

• For a classic overdrive sound, use stock clipping and set bass at 8 o’clock, contour at 9 o’clock, treble at 3
o’clock, and gain ~12 o’clock.
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Recommended Settings (continued):

• For a low-gain ambient/shoegaze sound, use stock clipping and set bass at 11 o’clock, contour at 12 o’clock,
treble at 4 o’clock, gain at 10 o’clock. Works best with dynamic arpeggios or chords and delay/reverb.

• For a heavy scooped sound, use stock clipping and set bass at 11 o’clock, contour at 3 o’clock, treble at ~2
o’clock, gain at 3 o’clock. To ensure that you still cut through the mix with a scooped setting, you may need to
tweak the contour setting to adjust to your amp’s mids.

• For a blues lead sound, use LED clipping and set bass at 12 o’clock, contour at 7 o’clock, treble at ~8 o’clock,
gain at ~2 o’clock.

Signal Placement:

The general rule for distortion pedals is that they should be placed after wah, fuzz, compressor, pitch-shifter, and
overdrive effects, and that they should be placed prior to volume, modulation, delay, and reverb effects. That said,
there are many reasons to make exceptions to these rules. Different modulation pedals sound better before or
after distortion effects. Intense phasers often sound better before distortion, while subtle phasers often sound
better after distortion. Placing a volume pedal after the Oxford Drive will allow you to control your overall volume/
level, while placing a volume pedal before the Oxford Drive will allow you to control the amount of gain/distortion.
A huge variety of washy, wall-of-sound tones can be created by placing reverb and delay before distortion. In
general, it’s worth experimenting with a variety of settings and signal placements in order to find what works best
for your particular signal chain.

In the case of our own Mini Glitch pedal, we recommend placing the Mini Glitch before the Oxford drive if you
want more ambient glitch sounds (especially if you use the threshold mode). But placing the Mini Glitch after the
Oxford Drive will allow for more aggressive and disorienting glitch sounds.

Controls:

• Clipping Diode Switch: The right position selects standard diode clipping. Diode clipping gives a standard
compressed distortion sound. The left position selects LED (red) clipping, inspired by the Guv’nor pedal. LED
clipping gives a more open distortion sound with less clipping more output volume available.

• Bass: Controls the level of bass frequencies.

• Contour: Not a mid control. Contour controls the overall EQ shape of the pedal, adjusting both the treble and
mid frequencies. More mids and less treble to the left, less mids and more treble to the right.

• Treble: Controls the level of treble frequencies. The amount of treble is highly dependent on the setting of the
contour control, so the treble control will likely need to be readjusted when the contour control is adjusted.

• Gain: Controls the level of distortion. “Stock” maximum gain is around 4 o’clock.

• Volume: Controls overall volume of the pedal. Unity volume is around noon, but depends upon the gain setting
and clipping mode. A large boost is available, so be careful when selecting a high setting, especially in the LED-
clipping mode.


